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Dear Parent/Carer
Ofsted 4 December 2018
I am pleased to attach the report of our most recent Ofsted.
This was a Section 8 (short) inspection which takes place over one day with one inspector and
its purpose is to check that the grades from our last inspection in November 2014 still apply. I
am proud to report that they still do. A reminder that in November 2014 our grades were:
Overall effectiveness: Good
Leadership and Management: Outstanding
Achievement of pupils: Good:
Behaviour and Safety of pupils: Good
Early Years provision: Outstanding
We are delighted that the inspector recognised the progress we have made since the last
inspection and agreed with our own next steps as outlined in our School Improvement Plan.
It’s pleasing to see that the inspector noted the high quality reading experiences the children
get to enable them to make very good progress in reading. I’m also very pleased to see that
he thought that we can get even more children to greater depth, even though last year our
percentages were higher than national averages. We look forward to rising to that challenge.
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By its very nature the report is much shorter and covers less areas than our previous one so
does not include all of the developments we have made in other areas such as PSHE
(Values), our topic books, our displays, staff feedback and marking, etc.
Our next Ofsted inspection is likely to be in five years but we always ensure that we have an
annual review as we are part of the national Challenge Partner network.
Thank you for your continued support and enjoy reading this lovely report.
Rob

